
N30N City RUMBLE is a two-player 
“beat ‘em up” card game that simulates 5-on-5 tag 
team combat between mutant martial artists. Each 
turn, you’ll trade for cards at a pawn shop, arrange 
your fighters on the tarmac, and then engage 
the opponent using martial arts, supermoves, 
and a wide variety of items. Knock out all of your 
opponent’s fighters until only yours remain on the 
tarmac to win the game.

Contents: 
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o Item cards– 54

o Red Dice - 5
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o Player 1 card – 1
o Playbook – 1

Game Modes
There are 5 additional game modes for N30N City RUMBLE that are 
explained at the end of the playbook. If this is your first time, read 
the rules and then try “Rush” mode versus a friend. This removes 
the bench, as well as Gun and TNT type Items from the game, 
allowing you to focus on using Brawl, N30N, and Items with just 
three fighters. 
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SETUP

1. Shuffle the Brawl, N30N, and Item decks and place each deck in their 
corresponding zones in the “Pit-Stop.”

2.  Choose the Fighters you wish to use during the combat round, and 
then place them on the three “Fighter” zones on the tarmac (the area where 
the actual fighting will take place). Your remaining Fighters are seated on the 
two Bench zones, where they will rest until the next combat round. Fighters 
resting on the bench are referred to as “Benchwarmers”. 
 
3.  A coin toss determines which player acts first. The player who wins 
the coin toss chooses whether to begin the combat round attacking or 
defending.
 
4.  Both players draw 3 Brawl and 1 N30N cards, and enter the Pit-Stop, a 
trading post where you can discard cards to trade for other cards. The number 
of cards needed in order to trade is listed on the backs of every card. You 
cannot trade for cards of the same type that are being offered to the Pit-Stop 
(i.e. Brawl for Brawl). During the Pit-Stop, you may also tag Fighters to and 
from the bench, as well as reorder your row of Fighters on the tarmac. 

5. Once both players have traded at the Pit-Stop and reorganized their 
Fighters, the combat round begins!

The fighter’s name or 
alias.

Strike – this pink-
colored zone displays 
the Fighter’s “strike” 
move, along with 
its cost. Strikes are 
offensive super 
moves with varying 
effects. Strikes can 
only be used during 
the player’s Attack 
phase.

Counter – this teal-
colored zone shows 
the Fighter’s “counter” 
move, along with its 
cost. Counters grant 
your Fighter a chance 
to recover from an 
attack and prepare 
for the next combat 
round. Counters can 
only be used after 
the Attack/Defend 
phase is over.

The amount of hit-
points (HP) the fighter 
has, or how many hits 
they can take before 
being knocked out.

Brawl Specialty – lists 
the Fighter’s “martial 
art” skill. A Fighter 
deals an additional 
point of damage 
when using a Brawl 
that’s the same as 
their martial art.

Item Mastery – each 
fighter has their own 
“Item mastery.” When 
an Item’s icon type 
matches that of your 
Fighter’s Item mastery, 
he/she will receive +1 
effectiveness when 
using that particular 
Item type.

FIGHTER
Fighters are the driving force for every card in the game. 

They are how you attack, defend, and win.

ATTACK – this area 
houses a figure poised 
in a Punch, Uppercut, 
Kick, or Sweep. As 
the name suggests, 
ATK can only be used 
during the player’s 
Attack phase. All 
ATK Brawl are worth 
1 damage point, 
unless your Fighter 
specializes in the 
type of Brawl being 
used.   

Cancels – shows what 
type of Attack Brawl 
card a Defense Brawl 
negates, or cancels.

Boost - pay certain 
types of N30N to 
increase the damage 
output of a Brawl card 
be used (+1 damage 
per N30N that is listed 
in the Boost slot).

DEFEND – this zone 
reveals a type of 
evasive maneuver that 
can be used during 
a player’s Defense 
phase. DEF Brawl 
come in four varieties: 
Duck, Parry, Jump, 
and Block. When you 
successfully evade 
an attack using 
a Defense Brawl, 
you deal 1 point 
of damage to the 
opponent.  

playmat / setup cards

brawl
Use these cards to deal damage to opponent Fighters and acquire N30N.



TURN Structure
Players alternate taking turns. The combat round is divided into three phases – 
1) Strike, 2) Attack/Defend, and 3) Counter -  with 
players performing the following options in order:

1. strike
The Strike round consists of the 
attacker paying N30N to activate 
Strike moves on his Fighters, while 
the opponent uses N30N from hand 
to try and “cancel” the Strikes from 
going off.

2. Attack / Defend
After the Strike phase, players choose 
the Brawl and Item cards they want to 
use with their Fighters. Place these cards 
face-down in front of your Fighters, 
who will use them to attack or defend 
against the opponent directly ahead. 

Once decided, players flip over their 
cards to see what happened. Damage is 
dispensed, and then N30N is awarded 
to players who successfully dealt 
damage to opponent Fighters. Leave all 
of the used cards on the table.

Type - icon used between cards to identify the 
N30N type. 

Cancels – shows what type of N30N card it 
negates, or cancels. 

Description – tells the user how powerful the 
N30N is, and how much Cash it is worth when 
trading at the Pit-stop (i.e. how many cards you 
can trade for). 

cards turn structure

n30n
Use N30N to power up (or cancel) Strikes and Counters. 

Shows the opponent 
what type of Brawl(s) 
they need in order to 
cancel this Item.

Displays the name of 
the Item. 

Type – defines the 
Item’s classification, (i.e., 
Weapon, Food, Draw, 
Wall, VHS, or Threads).

ATK / DEF – this tells 
you when the Item 
can be used, as in 
during an Attack or 
Defense phase (or 
both).

A brief explanation as 
to the Item’s damage/
defense output and 
effects.

ITEM
Items offer immediate results, but do not award their user with 

N30N. 

You will also 
find these 
icons on some 
of the cards:

        – represents the 
amount of damage 
the card can inflict on 
an opponent. 1 damage 
means the opponent must 
remove 1 HP from their 
Fighter. 

        – defense value,
or how much damage 
the card can “absorb”. 
For example, 1 defense 
set against 1 damage 
will nullify an attack. 
However, 2 damage vs. 
1 defense would result 
in 1 damage point 
going through to the 
defender.  

         – roll the green-
colored six-sided die. 

         – flip a coin. Any 
coin. 

3. counter
The Counter phase takes place right after 
attacking and defending, and involves 
the defender paying N30N to activate 
Counter moves on his or her Fighters, 
while the opponent uses N30N from 
hand to try and “cancel” the Counters 
before they can activate. Afterwards, 
players clean up the play area by dis-
carding all used cards to the junkyard.



The Strike/Counter Phases

Every Fighter possesses his or her own unique Strike/Counter and a 
N30N cost that must be met in order to activate them (e.g. 2 Rage, 1 Toxic 
+ 1 Rage, 1 Reflux…). 

* When using a Strike or Counter, you must inform the opponent what you intend to   
   do and place the N30N you are going to pay to activate the move. 

* During this time, the opponent may use N30N from her hand to try and cancel 
   your N30N. When an opponent cancels at least one of the N30N being used as 
   ingredients to your Strike or Counter, it will be canceled, unless you replace the 
   missing N30N. 

* If the opponent cannot cancel the N30N, or chooses not to, your Fighter’s Strike/
   Counter immediately sets off. At this point, you read the move’ effects aloud and 
   may be asked to flip a coin or roll dice to determine the outcome of the Strike or   
   Counter. 

* After effects, damage, and/or HP is dispersed, you are free to activate another 
   Strike/Counter on one of your Fighters. You can only activate a Fighter’s Strike and 
   Counter ONCE per combat round.

attacking
Place the ATK side face-down on the 
tarmac in front of the Fighter you wish 
to use it. If the opponent does not 
have the Brawl card that cancels yours 
(i.e. Kick is canceled by Block) or a Wall 
to soak the damage, then your Brawl 
connects with the opponent. Damage is 
dispersed to the opponent Fighter and 
you are awarded 1 N30N.  

DEFENDING
Place the DEF side face-down on the 
tarmac in front of the Fighter you wish 
to use it. If your Brawl’s color matches 
that of the opponent’s (i.e. Blue + Blue), 
then you have successfully cancelled 
the Brawl. Damage is dispersed to the 
opponent Fighter and you are awarded 
1 N30N.

cancelling items
Follow the same steps as listed in 
Defending, but instead of matching 
colors, you look to see if the Brawl 
shown under the “Cancelled by” tab on 
the Item matches the Brawl you have 
in play. When you cancel an Item, you 
deliver 1 point of damage to the user 
and draw 1 N30N.

brawl mastery
Each Fighter has a Brawl Mastery 
(represented by the colored figures 
shown on the Brawl cards) that gives 
them +1 damage when attacking or 
defending with their favored Brawl 
(i.e. Ash Blitzer excels in Punch, giving 
him a +1 to his attack when using a 
Punch). The Fighter’s favored Brawl must 
connect with the opponent in order to 
receive the +1 perk. 

Sucker Punches
The only type of Brawl that cannot 
be cancelled is the Sucker Punch. 
Sucker Punches have the potential 
to deal massive amounts of damage 
to unsuspecting opponents. Sucker 
Punches can only be used by defenders 
and operate like other Brawl cards, 
except that they will have you rolling 
dice to determine their damage output. 
You can only shuffle two Sucker Punches 
into the Brawl pile; return all leftover 
Sucker Punch cards to the game box. 

boosting
Boosting allows you to pay certain types 
of N30N to increase the damage output 
of a Brawl card be used. The Brawl must 
connect with the opponent or deal at 
least 1 point of damage in order to be 
boosted. When boosted, your attack/
defend Brawl receives +1 damage per 
N30N that is listed on the card (i.e. if an 
Uppercut has a Rage slotted into it, you 
may pay 1 Rage to give your Fighter +1 
to attack). Like when using Strikes or 
Counters, the opponent may use N30N 
from hand to cancel the boost.

using brawl

N30N come in six variations – Rage, Toxic, Cosmo, Chrome, Reflux, and 
Chromeo – and exist on a parallel cycle, with certain N30N being stronger, 
or more effective, than others. For example, Rage cancels Cosmo, while 
Chrome cancels Rage. N30N is used to either activate or cancel Strikes and 
Counters. N30N can be used from hand any time during the Strike/Counter 
phases and when boosting Brawl.

grades
N30N have “grades” which determine 
their potency in combat as well as 
value when trading for cards at the Pit-
Stop. Natural counts as 1 N30N, Super 
counts as 2 N30N, and Ultra counts as 
3 N30N. 

Cancelling
The Counter phase takes place right after attacking and defending, and involves the 
defender paying N30N to activate Counter moves on his or her Fighters, while the 
opponent uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” the Counters before they can 
activate. Afterwards, players clean up the play area by discarding all used cards 
to the junkyard.

When cancelling N30N, you only need to use the 1 N30N of its conflicting type in order to 
disrupt the Strike or Counter being activated – you do not have to pay up to the N30N’s grade, 
meaning 1 Natural Rage WILL cancel an Ultra Chrome!

Turn Structure / 
using brawl using n30n

using n30n



when to use Items
Each Item will tell you whether it can be used 
as an Attack or Defense (Weapons and Food 
are used by the attacker; Walls and Gamble are 
used by the defender). Items used on during the 
wrong phase are “ineffective” and their effects 
are negated.  

Item mastery
Each Fighter has an Item Mastery 
(represented by a Knife, Bat, Shuriken, 
TNT, Slots, Shirt, or a VHS Tape) that 
gives them +1 effectiveness when using 
an Item that corresponds with their IM 
(i.e. Walls used by Blok’Em receive a +1 
to their defensive output). Cancelled 
Items do not receive the +1 perk.  

challenges
On the back of every Item card 
is a “Challenge,” a written list of 
requirement(s) that, if met, allow a player 
to draw the Item for FREE. Challenges 
vary between Items. Players are allowed 
only to complete the Challenge that is 
being shown on the topmost card of the 
Item deck, and on any Items being held 
by the opponent. This means a player can 
steal an Item from their opponent’s hand 
by completing the Challenge on the back 
of the Item card!

The 3 laws
1. During the Pit-Stop, players cannot 
trade using cards they just traded for 
within the same Pit-Stop. Players must 
wait an entire combat round before they 
can trade newly-acquired cards back to 
the Pit-Stop. 

2. You may not trade for cards using 
the same card type (i.e., N30N for N30N, 
BRAWL for BRAWL, etc.) 

3. Apart from N30N, every card 
counts as 1 Cash when trading at the 
Pit-Stop, even Items. What this means is 
that even though it costs a player 2 cards 
to purchase an Item, the item is only worth 
1 card when traded back.  

reviving a fighter
Underneath a Fighter’s HP you will find a Revive 
cost, represented by a Skull icon. During the Pit-
Stop, you may discard the number of cards listed 
on a fallen Fighter’s Revive to bring them back 
into play. Revived Fighters come back with full 
HP. Players can only revive 1 Fighter during a 
play session, and they must have at least 1 free 
spot on the tarmac in order to bring the Fighter 
back from K.O. land.

using items
The Pit-Stop / 

revive

Items offer instant effects at a gracious 75% chance success rate, but they 
do not award N30N to the user. ITEMs come in six different types: Weapon, 
Food, Wall, Gamble, VHS, and Threads.

Items are used just like Brawl: place the card face-down in front of the 
Fighter you wish to use it. Once the Attack/Defend phase begins, you flip 
over the card and see if the Item has been cancelled by the opponent. If the 
opponent chose not to defend against your Item, the damage and effects are 
automatically activated. 

Unlike Brawl, however, using Items never award N30N to their user, even if 
damage is rendered to the opponent.

using items

WEAPON
Offensive 
items that 

deal damage 
to Fighters. 

food
Replenishes 

Hit Points 
(HP) when 
ingested.

wall
Defensive 

shields that 
protect a 

Fighter from 
physical 

harm.

gamble
Enable their 
user to draw 
specific cards 
or force the 

opponent to 
discard.

vhs
One-use 
special 
Strikes/

Counters.

threads
Equippable 

clothes 
that grant 
their user 

temporary 
Brawl 

Mastery.

item types

The Pit-Stop phase is a “resting 
period” wherein players reset their 
fighters on the tarmac, trade for 
cards using cards, and prepare new 
strategies for the next combat round. 
The Pit-Stop is located directly across 
from the Junkyard, arranged in three 
card decks (Brawl, N30N, and Items). The 
Pit-Stop phase always begins with both 
players drawing 3 BRAWL and 1 N30N. 
It ends when both players have finished 
shopping/swapping and are ready to 
start a new combat round.

The Pit-Stop

revive
A K.O. occurs when a Fighter’s HP is reduced to 0. When this happens, the fallen 
Fighter is immediately removed from play and set aside on the table. These are 
the events that can occure when a Fighter is K.O.d:



overkill
Overkill occurs when a Fighter is K.O.d 
and receives excess damage that goes 
beyond zero (i.e. -1, -2, -3…). Every point 
of Overkill damage awards the attacker 
1 extra N30N. So, if you were to inflict an 
extra 3 points of damage after K.O.ing an 
opponent, you would gain 4 N30N (one for 
K.O.ing the fighter and 3 for the -3 Overkill 
damage). 

2nd wind
Special rules apply to a player who has 
only one fighter left on the tarmac. This 
fighter goes into a second wind, granting 
him/her one final chance to make a 
comeback! During 2nd Wind, the fighter 
is capable of engaging ALL of the 
opponents on the tarmac - during both 
the attack AND defend phase - using any 
cards the player has from hand.

Rudy and Davy sit down to play a standard 5-on-5 match of N30N City RUMBLE. 
Davy wins the coin toss and decides that he will let Rudy act first as the attacker. 
Before the match begins, they each draw 3 Brawl and 1 N30N, and go to the Pit-Stop. 

Davy trades his Super Toxic to draw 1 
Item, MMA Gloves (Threads), from the 
Pit-Stop. The traded Super Toxic is then 
discarded to the Junkyard. 

Rudy kicks off the Strike phase by paying 2 Rage (he used a Super Rage) to activate 
Ash Blitzer’s deadly Strike, which allows him to roll a dice and potentially K.O. a 
fighter in a single blow! At this point, Davy could attempt to cancel Ash’s Strike by 
using a Chrome, the antithesis of Rage. Note that any grade of Chrome - be it Natural 
or Ultra - would be enough to cancel Rudy’s Super Rage. Unfortunately, Davy did not 
draw a Chrome during the Pit-Stop. He can do nothing but hope that Rudy botches his 
roll. 

Rudy rolls a 3. Ash Blitzer’s Strike deals 1 point of damage 
to his opponent, Moody Ruby. Davy lucked out; it could 
have put Moody at 1 HP, leaving her vulnerable to getting 
K.O.d in the coming Attack/Defend phase. Because Rudy 
did not attack using Brawl, he does not gain N30N for 
damaging Moody Ruby. 

With his N30N depleted, Rudy declares that he will not be 
performing any more Strikes, moving the combat round  
into the Attack/Defend phase >>>

overkill + 2nd Wind / 
example game example game

example game rudy strikes!

Attacker Rudy’s 
initial hand

Rudy’s hand after 
the Pit-Stop

Davy’s hand after 
the Pit-Stop

Defender Davy’s 
initial hand

Rudy’s hand after 
Striking

Rudy likes his hand and decides not 
trade at the Pit-Stop. But he does take 
a moment to swap Takeo and U-DO’s 
positions on the tarmac.

With card-trading and swapping fighters out of the way, Rudy 
and Davy leave the Pit-Stop and enter the combat round!

An attack for 
3 damage 
would yield 
the attacker 
3 N30N; one 
for the K.O. 
and two for 
the -2 Overkill 
damage.



With the Attack/Defend phase over and N30N dispensed, the combat round moves 
into its final phase: Counter. Davy intends to pay a Super Cosmo to activate Ronny 
Ronin’s greedy Counter that lets him pick up the opponent’s used cards instead of 
them being discarded to the junkyard. If this works, Davy will have a tremendous head 
start for the next combat round!

But wait! Rudy attempts 
to cancel Ronny’s Counter 

using a Natural Rage!
Luckily, Rudy was awarded a Natural 
Rage at the end of the Attack/
Defend phase - the exact N30N 
he needd in order to cancel Davy’s 
Super Cosmo. Davy would need a 
Chrome to cancel Rudy’s Natural 
Rage, but just by looking at his hand, 
Rudy knows that his opponent is 
tapped out of N30N. 

Davy sighs. Rudy successfully 
prevented Ronny’s Counter from 
going off, and because Davy is all 
out of N30N, the Counter phase is 
brought to a close.

Because Beatman’s 
Sweep landed on 
Toro, Rudy draws 1 
N30N from the Pit-
Stop. If Ash’s Punch 
had gone through, 
Rudy would have 
drawn 2 N30N this 
combat round. 

Moody evaded Ash’s 
attack with a Parry 
(the antithesis of 
Punch) and counter 
attacked for 1 point 
of Brawl damage. 
Thus, Davy also draws 
1 N30N from the Pit-
Stop.

Note: Players can reveal their cards all at once or one-by-one, starting from left to right 
on the attacker’s side. To keep gameplay quick and chaotic, Davy and Rudy like to flip 
their cards all at once. 

1. Ash Blitzer attacked Moody Ruby using a Punch. Davy surmised that Rudy would 
attack using Ash’s favored Brawl type abd placed a Parry in front of Moody. She 
evades the Punch and counter attacks Ash for 1 point of Brawl damage. 

2. The second attack is led by U-DO, who delivers a clean Sweep to his opponent, 
Toro. And to think - Davy had a Jump in his hand! Toro takes 1 point of Brawl damage.

3. Because Rudy chose not to have his middle fighter, Takeo, engage Ronny Ronin, 
the Item being used by Ronny automatically goes off. Ronny equips the MMA 
Gloves. 

With every attack and defend instance settled, Davy and Rudy may now collect the 
spoils of war >>>

example game example game

attacking & 
Defending!

Rudy attacked 
using:

Davy defended 
using:

Rudy draws 1 
N30N 

Davy draws 1 
N30N 

Rudy and Davy flip their cards to see what happened!

N30N is awarded to the Fighters who successfully 
dealt damage using Brawl.

Davy counters!



Rudy and Davy each draw 3 Brawl and 1 N30N, and once again the Pit-Stop. Davy 
takes a risk and trades 1 Uppercut/Parry and a Natural Toxic to purchase an Item. 
Fortune smiles on him; he draws Lucky 7s, one the best Gamble items in the game! 
This will allow him to draw 3 Items from the Pit-Stop during the upcoming Attack/
Defend phase! Meanwhile, Rudy trades in a Chromeo for 2 Brawl. His defensive 
strategy is to stockpile on Brawl cards and try to evade or cancel as many of Davy’s 
attacks as possible.  

Rudy and Davy rearrange their Fighters on the tarmac and end their stay at the Pit-
Stop. Since players alternate taking turns - and Rudy went first the previous combat 
round - Davy becomes the attacker. Since he traded all his N30N away at the Pit-
Stop, he cannot activate Strikes on his Fighters, pushing the combat round into it’s 
second phase: Attack/Defend.  

They continue to duke it out for another 5 combat rounds. On the last round, 
Rudy pulls off a devastating Item combo, using a Telephone Pole with Takeo, a 
master of Bat-type items. This gave Takeo an additional +1 to his attack against 
his opponent, Ronny, who was K.O.d with 2 points of Overkill damage. Davy 
discards the MMA Gloves Ronny was wearing. He is down to one Fighter...

The final round occurs as follows: 

1. Toro Kicks at U-DO. Because he is a master of Kicks, the attack will do 1 extra point 
of Brawl damage. Thankfully for Rudy, he had U-DO defend with a Table. The Table’s 
2 Defense value soaks up the 2 points of damage Toro would have dealt to her. 

2. Davy wants to have Toro fling a Pipe Bomb over the tarmac and into the bench 
area where Takeo is resting. However, Rudy once again outwits Davy and evades 
the Pipe Bomb using a Jump. The Pipe Bomb is cancelled, and Toro takes 1 point 
of Brawl damage. Though using Items never awards N30N, cancelling one does! Rudy 
draws 1 N30N from the Pit-Stop. 

3. Toro attempts to Uppercut Val Kyrie, but she evades using a Duck. What are the 
odds, huh? 

We’ll tell you. 

You always have a 1 in 4 chance of evading an attack Brawl with a defensive Brawl. 
Davy’s opponent took a wild guess and it paid off - Toro is K.O.d and Rudy is 
declared winner of the match! 

example game example game

The first combat round is over. Rudy and Davy clean up the 
play area, discarding all used cards to the junkyard:

Rudy has plenty of cards at his disposal. During the following 
Pit-Stop, he trades in 6 cards to revive Ash at full health: 

The final attack/defend phase...

Davy (Attacker)

Rudy (Defender)

As Davy’s only Fighter on the tarmac, Toro receives the perks 
of “2nd Wind,” allowing him to engage all of Rudy’s Fighters 

on the tarmac. Davy doesn’t pull any punches - he 
unleashes everything he’s got against Rudy: 



Player vs A.I.
Ideal for beginners or practice

You can play this game mode by yourself against an automated fighter, called a “dummy.” 
There are only TWO phases in Training Mode – Attack and Defend. You may activate your 

Fighter’s Strike during the Attack phase; Counters during the Defend phase. 

1-on-1 dueling
Ideal for beginners 

There is only one phase in an Overkill combat round – Attack and Defend. You may 
activate your Fighter’s Strike or Counter at any time during the combat round. First player 

to achieve take an opponent’s HP into the negative wins. 

SETUP

1. Place the Brawl and N30N decks into the Pit-Stop zone on the main game board 
(i.e., the tarmac). Items are prohibited in Training mode.

2.   Player chooses a Fighter to use, and a dummy to fight against. Alternatively, you 
can shuffle the Fighters into a deck and draw a dummy randomly.

3.   A coin toss determines who will act first. If the player wins the coin toss he/she 
chooses whether to begin the combat round attacking or defending.  If the dummy 
wins, it always chooses to attack first.

4.  The fighter and dummy are placed in the center “Fighter” zones on the tarmac, 
where they will stay until a K.O. is reached.

5. Player draws 1 Brawl and 1 N30N, and then combat begins!

SETUP

1. Shuffle the Brawl, N30N, and Item decks and place each deck in their 
corresponding zones in the “Pit-Stop.”

2.   Choose the 1 Fighter you wish to use during the match, and then place him/
her in the center “Fighter” zone on the tarmac (the area where the actual fighting will 
take place).

3.   A coin toss determines which player acts first. The player who wins the coin toss 
chooses whether to begin the combat round attacking or defending. 

4.  Both players draw 1 Brawl and 1 N30N card each, and enter the Pit-Stop, a trading 
post where you can discard cards to trade for other cards. The number of cards 
needed in order to trade is listed on the backs of every card. You cannot trade for cards 
of the same type that are being offered to the Pit-Stop (i.e. Brawl for Brawl). 

5. Once both players have traded at the Pit-Stop, the combat round begins!

How to use the dummy

A. The dummy attacks and defends with a random Brawl (player draws card), 
and always uses acquired N30N from hand to activate Strikes/Counters as much as 
possible. Excess Brawl are immediately discarded to the junkyard.

B.   The dummy cannot trade at the Pit-Stop.

C.   If the dummy can perform a Strike or Counter, it will—automatically—
regardless of whether it is beneficial to the dummy.

How to play

A. Attacker always acts first. Start the round by playing any Brawl or Item card from 
your hand, or use N30N to activate one of your Fighter’s Strikes/Counters to hinder 
the opponent. Played cards are placed face-down in front of their user on the tarmac.

B.   Defender tries to guess what the attacker will do and reacts with their own Brawl, 
Item, or Strike/Counter. 

C.   Damage and effects are distributed and N30N is awarded to players that 
successfully damaged the opponent. Players now discard any cards played during this 
turn.

D.  After the combat round is over, players draw 1 Brawl and 1 N30N each and return 
to the Pit-Stop. The last player to defend becomes the attacker next combat round. 
These steps are repeated until an Overkill is reached. 

game modes game modes

How to play

1. At the beginning of each combat round, the player draws 1 Brawl and 1 N30N. 
Remember, there is no trading for cards at the Pit-Stop!

2.   The attacker uses a Brawl or a Strike to try and damage the opponent, while the 
opponent uses evasive Brawl or Counters to try and thwart the attack.

3.   Now the defender becomes the attacker, following the same order of play 
described in #2.

4.  The last player or dummy to attack begins the next combat round.

5. These steps are repeated until a K.O. is reached.

What is overkill?
Overkill occurs when a Fighter is K.O.d and receives excess damage that goes 
beyond zero (i.e. -1, -2, -3…). Every point of Overkill damage awards the attacker 
1 extra N30N. So, if you were to inflict an extra 3 points of damage after K.O.ing an 
opponent, you would gain 4 N30N (one for K.O.ing the fighter and 3 for the -3 Overkill 
damage). 



3v3 skirmish
ideal for learning and teaching others 

how to play N30N City RUMBLE.
The bench areas are off-limits when playing N30N City RUSH. You can only reorder the 

Fighters in the front row on the tarmac. First player to have all their fighters K.O.d loses.

SETUP

1. Shuffle the Brawl, N30N, and Item decks and place each deck in their 
corresponding zones in the “Pit-Stop.”

2.   Choose the Fighters you wish to use during the combat round, and then place 
them on the three “Fighter” zones on the tarmac (the area where the actual fighting 
will take place. 

3.   A coin toss determines which player acts first. The player who wins the coin toss 
chooses whether to begin the combat round attacking or defending. 

4.  Both players draw 3 Brawl and 1 N30N cards, and enter the Pit-Stop, a trading post 
where you can discard cards to trade for other cards. The number of cards needed 
in order to trade is listed on the backs of every card. You cannot trade for cards of the 
same type that are being offered to the Pit-Stop (i.e. Brawl for Brawl). During the Pit-
Stop, you may also tag Fighters to and from the bench, as well as reorder your row of 
Fighters on the tarmac. 

5. Once both players have traded at the Pit-Stop and arranged their Fighters on the 
tarmac, the combat round begins!

How to play
The combat round is divided into three phases – 1) Strike, 2) Attack/
Defend, and 3) Counter -  with players performing the following 
options in order:

A. The Strike phase consists of the attacker paying N30N to activate Strike moves on 
his Fighters, while the opponent uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” the Strikes 
from going off. 

B.   After the Strike phase, players choose the Brawl and Item cards they want to use 
with their Fighters. Place these cards face-down in front of your Fighters, who will use 
them to attack or defend against the opponent directly ahead. This is known as the 
Attack/Defend phase.

C.    Once decided, the players flip over their cards to see what happened. Damage is 
dispensed, and then N30N is awarded to players who successfully dealt damage to 
opponent Fighters.

D.  The Counter phase takes place right after attacking and defending, and involves 
the defender paying N30N to activate Counter moves on her Fighters, while the 
opponent uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” the Counters before they can 
activate. Afterwards, players clean up the board, draw 3 Brawl and 1 N30N, and return 
to the Pit-Stop. 

E.  The player to attack last starts the next combat round in the Strike phase. 
These steps are repeated until one of the players has lost all of their Fighters.

 ideal for intermediate players
King of the City is played on two play areas, with players sharing (or not sharing) with 
teammates in their individual battles. The bench areas are off-limits. Teams can only 
reorder the Fighters in the front row on the tarmac. No Revive. The player to survive the 

match with at least 1 Fighter on the tarmac wins.

SETUP

1. Shuffle the Brawl, N30N, and Item decks and then cut them in half. Place each half-
deck in their corresponding zones in the “Pit-Stop” across both play areas.

2.   Players form into two teams, with two players on each team. A coin toss 
determines which team will act first. The team who wins the coin toss chooses their 
Fighters first and also decides whether to begin the combat round attacking or 
defending. After drafting Fighters, players place each of their Fighters on the three 
“Fighter” zones on the tarmac.

3.   A coin toss determines which tea, acts first. The team who wins the coin toss 
chooses whether to begin the combat round attacking or defending. 

4.  Both teams draw 3 Brawl and 3 N30N cards, and enter the Pit-Stop. Players share 
cards, so it is up to the team to decide who will be using each card. 

5. Once both teams have traded at the Pit-Stop and discussed their strategies, the 
combat round begins!

How to play
The combat round is divided into three phases – 1) Strike, 2) Attack/
Defend, and 3) Counter -  with players performing the following 
options in order:

A. The Strike round consists of the attackers paying N30N to activate Strike moves 
on their Fighters, while the opponent team uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” 
the Strikes from going off. 

B.   Teams enter the Attack/Defend phase. Players choose the Brawl and Item cards 
they want to use with their Fighters, and then place these cards face-down in front 
of the Fighters who will use them to attack or defend against the opponent directly 
ahead. 

C.    Once decided, the players flip over their cards to see what happened. Damage is 
dispensed, and then N30N is awarded to players who successfully dealt damage to 
opponent Fighters.

D.  The Counter phase takes place right after attacking and defending, and involves 
the defenders paying N30N to activate Counter moves on her Fighters, while the 
opponent team uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” the Counters before they can 
activate.

E.  Players reciece DOUBLE N30N when they betray a teammate and damage 
their Fighters!

F.  These steps are repeated until only one player is left standing. 

When a player is defeated, the team’s survivor is receives all the benefits of “Second Wind” for the 
rest of the match, unless an opponent player is defeated. When this happens, the Second Wind is 

lifted until a player is left with only one Fighter.

game modes game modes



Can I attack or defend diagonally? 
No. A Fighter can only engage an opponent directly across, unless the 
card says otherwise or the Fighter is in “Second Wind.”

Can I discard during combat?
No. Players do not ever discard Brawls and Items during combat. Used 
cards are left on the table until the phase is over, at which they are 
discarded to their appropriate piles in the junkyard. 

Must I attack or defend with all of my Fighters?
You do not have to attack or defend with every Fighter. Sometimes, it’s 
more prudent to not act, so that you can save cards for trading at the Pit-
Stop. 

Can I cancel an Item using Brawl? 
Yes, so long as the Brawl type you wish to use is listed under the 
“Cancelled by” on the opponent’s Item. 

If I attack an opponent but she defends with a 
Wall, do I still get N30N for doing damage to the 
Wall?
No. You must deliver at least 1 point of damage to an opponent Fighter in 
order to be awarded N30N.

What happens when my weapon isn’t strong enough 
to tear down an opponent’s Wall? 
A Weapon must exceed the Wall’s Defense value in order to remove it 
from play and deal damage to its user. Otherwise, the Wall soaks the 
damage and no harm is done to the defending Fighter.

How many cards can I have in my hand? 
There is no “card limit” or “hand-size” in N30N City RUMBLE—you keep 
what you earn. 

Can I revive after my last Fighter has been K.O.d?
No. The game is over the moment your last Fighter is K.O.d.

May I use a higher grade N30N to pay for a Strike/
Counter that only costs 1 N30N? 
Yes, though you run the risk of wasting a valuable N30N, in the event an 
opponent cancels yours. 

Can I pay extra N30N cards to beef up a Stirke/
Counter? 
Not exactly. You cannot increase the effectiveness of a Strike or Counter 
by paying extra N30N, though you can increase the amount of N30N 
an opponent will need in order to stop your move from going off. For 
example, if you pay 2 Natural Toxic cards to activate a Strike that costs 2 
Toxic, then the opponent will have to use at least 2 Cosmo from hand in 
order to stop your Strike from activating.   

If one of my Fighter’s is K.O.d, can I use their 
Counter to replenish their HP and revive them? 
No. Technically, the Fighter was knocked out before the Counter phase, 
which takes place AFTER the Attack/Defend phase. Once a Fighter is 
K.O.d, they cannot be used until revived at the Pit-Stop.

Can I lay down my attack or defend cards during 
the Pit-Stop?
No. Players do not lay down their attack and defend cards until after the 

3 players vs. 3 players 
ideal for advanced players

The bench areas are off-limits when playing Battle Royale. Teams can only reorder the 
Fighters in the front row on the tarmac. No Revive. The team to defeat all of the opponent 

team’s Fighters wins.

SETUP

1. Shuffle the Brawl, N30N, and Item decks and place each deck in their 
corresponding zones in the “Pit-Stop.”

2.   Players form into two teams, with three players on each team. A coin toss 
determines which team will act first. The team who wins the coin toss chooses their 
Fighters first and also decides whether to begin the combat round attacking or 
defending. After drafting Fighters, players place each of their Fighters on the three 
“Fighter” zones on the tarmac.

3.   A coin toss determines which tea, acts first. Both teams draw 3 Brawl and 3 
N30N cards, and enter the Pit-Stop. Players share cards, so it is up to the team to 
decide who will be using what card. 

4.  Once both teams have traded at the Pit-Stop and discussed their strategies, the 
combat round begins!

How to play
The combat round is divided into three phases – 1) Strike, 2) Attack/
Defend, and 3) Counter -  with players performing the following 
options in order:

A. The Strike round consists of the attackers paying N30N to activate Strike moves 
on their Fighters, while the opponent team uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” 
the Strikes from going off. 

B.   Teams enter the Attack/Defend phase. Players choose the Brawl and Item cards 
they want to use with their Fighters, and then place these cards face-down in front 
of the Fighters who will use them to attack or defend against the opponent directly 
ahead. 

C.    Once decided, the players flip over their cards to see what happened. Damage is 
dispensed, and then N30N is awarded to players who successfully dealt damage to 
opponent Fighters.

D.  The Counter phase takes place right after attacking and defending, and involves 
the defenders paying N30N to activate Counter moves on her Fighters, while the 
opponent team uses N30N from hand to try and “cancel” the Counters before they can 
activate.

E.  These steps are repeated until a team has defeated all of the opponent team’s 
Fighters. 

F.A.Q.game modes
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